The biology of lubricin: near frictionless joint motion.
Lubricin is a surface-active mucinous glycoprotein secreted in the synovial joint that plays an important role in cartilage integrity. In healthy joints, lubricin molecules coat the cartilage surface, providing boundary lubrication and preventing cell and protein adhesion. Arthropathy occurring in patients with joint trauma, inflammatory arthritis or genetically mediated lubricin deficiencies have insufficient lubricin to prevent damage to articular cartilage. Recent studies in lubricin null joints indicate that lubricin (Prg4) plays a role in preventing damage to the superficial zone and preservation of chondrocytes. Progress in the production of recombinant forms of lubricin and the successes of lubricin supplementation in small animal models identify rhPRG4 as a potential therapeutic for patients with transient lubricin deficiency in the setting of trauma or autoimmune arthritis.